The speaking trumpet has been a longstanding symbol of leadership in the fire service. Adorned with artwork this nostalgic trumpet was designed with elements to represent all members who have taken the oath to protect life and property. The lowermost section displays leather hoses, nozzles, hydrants, and hand pump cart. The middle portion displays traditional tool scrambles and the uppermost panel finishes with a trumpeting officer. Encircled in decorative beading and scrollwork the speaking trumpet is cast in solid bronze, mounted on a walnut base, and includes a brass plate of engraving.

Overall Height 24”
Trumpet 19”h,
Widest Diameter 8 ½”
Base 10”X10”X5”h
*Additional engraving available, item #029

$985 + shipping ITEM 068

The Speaking Trumpet is Proudly Made in the USA. This nostalgic piece symbolizes leadership and teamwork.

Order Today!

Liberty Art Works, Inc.
St. Louis, Missouri
1-888-411-7744
www.libertyartworks.com